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The market: “canned Italian and exotic 
ready meals in France”

Cofigeo (Zapetti and R&R  brands)
2nd largest

Autorité requires divestiture 
of Zapetti to a 3rd party

Wants to acquire:
1st largest Agripole
(William Saurin, Panzani
and Garbit brands)



Evidence behind competitive assessment
Counterfactual and buyer power

◦ Would alternative buyer have reduced capacity more than monopolist/Cofigeo (as claimed by CL)?
◦ Countervailing power: CL claims supermarkets could threaten to drop canned vegetables, but is this a 

credible threat (low margin veg vs differentiated recipes)?

Autorité evidence
◦ Internal documents: beware of context for which they were produced
◦ Customer survey: retailers, not final consumers

Merger simulation provided by CL
◦ Calibration, not estimation: how?
◦ Does calibrated (nested) logit add much to classic market definition and market share analysis?
◦ 𝜀 = 𝛼𝑝 [𝑠 − 1] and 𝜀 = 𝛼𝑝 𝑠 where s is share of market including outside goods 

◦ Wider (outside good) market definition  𝑠 ↓ −𝜀 ↑ lower price effect of merger
◦ CL include ‘microwavable prepared meals and other food products’ in the outside good



Sensitivity of 
logit estimates 
to choice of 
outside good
Source: Slade in Lyons (ed) ‘Cases’



Standard theory of harm with standard 
remedy
ToH = unilateral effects: “the transaction was likely to create a quasi-monopoly”

◦ 80% Italian ready meals; >70% “exotic” ready meals
◦ Competitor production capacities “weak” and domestic or foreign entry unlikely “in the short run”
◦ Supermarket buyers hated merger (essential product range, loss of competitive bidding)
◦ Role of brands reinforced by horse-meat scandal
◦  “risk of price increases”
◦ Note: separate cooked meats sale allowed despite creating >50% (due to easier entry and more rivals)

Decision and remedy
◦ Allow merger s.t. divestiture of Zapetti brand and a production site (which could also produce for 

private labels)
◦ Autorité’s view: its decision “serves to protect the economic value of the transaction by clearing Cofigeo

to become the leader in most of the canned ready meal markets while maintaining a satisfactory 
competitive structure”

◦ Straightforward, exemplary competition economics (e.g. no reliance on portfolio effects), but…



Take a step back
Agripole’s parent FTL was in receivership due to fraud/false accounting and was being 
dismantled by the Paris Commercial Court 

◦ To allow production to continue, Autorité granted derogation to allow merger to proceed provisionally, 
s.t. outcome of merger inquiry

◦ Autorité found against failing firm defence as alternative buyers were available
◦ Two other named bidders who were credible, offered similar scope, and were less anti-competitive
◦ Autorité identified “at least one potential buyer” for the reduced divestiture package

◦ Cofigeo offered only an industrial sub-contracting agreement but no brands

Why did the Autorité and receiver/PCC come to different decisions?
◦ Competitive 3rd party auction of Agripole generates 𝑣 for receiver
◦ Cofigeo willing to pay up to 𝑣 − 𝑣 for the same assets
◦ 𝑣 −𝑣 > 𝑣 as long as monopoly profits exceed duopoly profits, 𝑣 > 𝑣 +𝑣

◦ Note: Cofigeo would want to renegotiate its offer if it did not get its monopoly



Is there anything unusual about the 
Autorité’s decision?
Autorité (since 2008)

◦ Has never accepted a failing firm defence
◦ Has never blocked a merger 
◦ Has never before imposed a divestiture

◦ It has accepted divestitures proposed by the firms in some retail mergers with overlapping retail outlets; also local grain silos

◦ Had only once before imposed a remedy of any type
◦ Canal + /TPS access remedies for independent channels to C+ distribution, and C+ movie channels to 3rd party distributors

Remedies proposed by firms versus imposed by the Autorité
◦ EC: all remedies are proposed by the firms (to get the deal through); merger review is ex ante
◦ UK: all remedies are imposed by the CMA; merger review is often ex post
◦ France: usually as for EC, but derogation cases may change the way things look

◦ Cofigeo overpaid for duopoly?  Sunk integration costs?  New status quo with loss aversion?



Enter the Ministry of Economy & Finances: 
Phase III 
Minister has evocation powers to review a Decision on a strategic 
merger on public interest grounds 

◦ “In particular” industrial development, international competitiveness, 
or maintenance of employment

Minister cleared the merger on employment grounds
◦ Without any divestments
◦ Subject only to 2-year commitment for Cofigeo to maintain 

employment
◦ Minister said: “the industrial strategy which includes this merger, 

indispensable to revitalize this sector, would have been jeopardised 
by the obligation to sell assets.” (19 July 2018) 

◦ Lack of rigorous economic analysis of labour market effects?
◦ Naidu, Posner & Weyl (2018) suggest how merger effects on labour could be analysed

◦ First time an Autorité decision has been overturned by a Minister



How did it get so political? An outsider’s 
view…
Political skin in the game

◦ €70m state aid to maintain Agripole’s production in early 2017
◦ 3,000 jobs at risk
◦ Production site for divestiture was in rural France (near Belgian or Swiss border)

◦ Gilet-jaunes territory even before the movement emerged (Nov 2018)

◦ Macron’s new policies were meeting resistance and the government was beset by scandals – his 
honeymoon as President was over…



President Macron’s approval rating at the 
time of the Minister’s decision

Minister’s decision

NB: Political interventions, where 
allowed, will happen in any 
country if political expediency 
dictates



The future: further politicisation of 
merger control?
Germany also has a Phase III

◦ Edeka/Kaiser (2015) groceries
◦ Initially blocked by BKA; Phase III called in to the Ministry on promise of job preservation
◦ Minister cleared s.t. labour agreements; REWE and others appealed to court, then withdrew when E/K cut a deal to divest >70 stores, mostly to 

REWE; BKA examined these settlements under merger and cartel laws, finally cleared 3 years after original notification! (29/11/19)

EC does not have a Phase III, but…
◦ Siemens/Alstom (2019) prohibition resulted in calls for EU Phase III (high-speed trains & signalling)

◦ Franco-German Manifesto includes proposals for reform of EU merger regulation (19/02/19: 13 days after S/A decision!)

◦ Greater account of foreign state ownership and subsidies
◦ More global market definition
◦ Phase III right of appeal to EU Council

◦ More recent Franco-German-Polish manifesto ‘modernising EU competition policy’ drops Phase III proposal
◦ Replaced by (i) “more opportunity for Council to discuss merger policy with regard to the competitiveness of EU industrial sectors in order to 

provide input into the EC’s strategy and policy”, and (ii) “greater use of Advisory Committee to feed input from Member States into decision-
making based on competitiveness considerations”

◦ President-elect von der Leyen’s mission letter to Vestager omits most of this (10/09/19) 

◦ Mostly on digital challenge and encouragement to continue enforcing competition policy
◦ With only “foreign state ownership and subsidies” added
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